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Abstract In this paper, we present an experimental study of deterministic non-preemptive multiple
workflow scheduling strategies on a Grid. We distinguish twenty five strategies depending on the
type and amount of information they require. We
analyze scheduling strategies that consist of two
and four stages: labeling, adaptive allocation, prioritization, and parallel machine scheduling. We
apply these strategies in the context of executing
the Cybershake, Epigenomics, Genome, Inspiral,
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LIGO, Montage, and SIPHT workflows applications. In order to provide performance comparison, we performed a joint analysis considering
three metrics. A case study is given and corresponding results indicate that well known DAG
scheduling algorithms designed for single DAG
and single machine settings are not well suited for
Grid scheduling scenarios, where user run time
estimates are available. We show that the proposed new strategies outperform other strategies
in terms of approximation factor, mean critical
path waiting time, and critical path slowdown. The
robustness of these strategies is also discussed.
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1 Introduction
The problem of scheduling jobs with precedence
constraints is an important problem in scheduling
theory and has been shown to be NP-hard [1].
It arises in many industrial and scientific applications. The manner in which a job allocation
can be done depends not only on their properties and constraints, but also on the nature of
the infrastructure which may be subject to an
unpredictable workload generated by independent users in a distributed environment. While
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scheduling for Grids has been subject to research
for many years, we see a trend to more complex
workflows as the Grid has become a common
production environment in the scientific field.
Most of the studies have addressed scheduling
of a single DAG on a single computer. Only
few studies have considered scheduling of multiple DAGs. Similarly, workflow scheduling has
also been considered for Grids over the past
decade. Several algorithms have been proposed
for different types of Grids. Details are discussed
in Section 3.
There are two major drawbacks of these approaches: they are based on the premise of knowledge of the exact execution times and consider a
single optimization criterion.
In this paper, we consider workflow scheduling
with no or estimated runtime information, and
multiple optimization goals.
User run time estimates available in many real
grid scenarios have been shown to be quite inaccurate [23], and may result in bad workload
distribution or inefficient machine utilization [24].
We evaluate whether this information has any
practical benefit for workflow scheduling. To our
knowledge, this issue has not been addressed in
other studies. In addition we propose two strategies which are free of run time information.
Most strategies only consider a single criterion, like total completion time, overall resource
utilization, or slowdown. The multi objective
workflow allocation problem has rarely been considered so far. Especially the Grid scenario contains aspects which are multi-objective by nature.
For instance, system performance related issues
and user QoS demands must be considered. Moreover, resource providers and users have different,
often conflicting performance goals: from minimizing response time to optimizing resource utilization. Grid resource management should include multiple objectives and use multi-criteria
decision support in a way that both stakeholder
demands are satisfied. In this paper, we propose
multi-criteria analysis of workflow scheduling algorithms as well as the applicability of user job run
time estimates in Grid environments.
Another factor that should be considered in
Grid scenarios is the unpredictable workload generated by other workflows due to the distributed

multi-user environment. Hence, we also propose
strategies that take into account both, workflow
properties and current site state information.
More precisely, we consider workflow job
scheduling in Grids with two levels. At the first
level, jobs are allocated to a suitable Grid site,
while local scheduling is independently applied to
each site on the second level. The first level is a
part of the Grid broker and is often called a Gridlayer scheduler. It typically has a general view of
job requests while specific details on the state of
the resources remain hidden from it.
We address offline scheduling of workflows
under consideration of zero release times of
workflows and a non-clairvoyant execution, where
the scheduler has no knowledge of the real execution length of the tasks in the workflow. While
real Grid systems exhibit online behavior, it is
known that jobs typically remain in queues for
a significant time. Therefore, an offline scheduling strategy is beneficial for the efficient online
scheduling of such a set of workflows in the current queue. Moreover, many offline scheduling
algorithms exhibit a good performance also in the
online case. From theory, it is known that the
performance bounds of offline scheduling strategies can be approximated for the online case [25].
As there are yet no established online workload
traces of workflows, we start with existing job
traces, and model the missing workflows features.
We present and evaluate two novel group of
workflow scheduling strategies named MWGS4
(Multiple Workflow Grid Scheduling 4 stages)
and MWGS2 (Multiple Workflow Grid Scheduling 2 stages). The stages of these strategies consist of labeling (WGS_Label), adaptive allocation
(WGS_Alloc), prioritization (PRIO), and parallel
machine scheduling (PS).
We continue this paper by formally presenting our Grid scheduling model in Section 2, and
discuss related work in Section 3. We introduce
workflow scheduling algorithms and classify them
in Section 4. Experimental setup, performance
analysis methodology, and experimental results
are presented in Section 5. We evaluate scheduling strategies with respect to the robustness of the
schedules they produce in Section 6. Finally, we
conclude with a summary and an outlook of future
works in Section 7.
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2 The Scheduling Model
First, we address an offline (deterministic) nonpreemptive, non-clairvoyant multiple parallel
workflow scheduling problem on a computational
grid, where n workflow jobs J1 , J2 , . . . , Jn must be
scheduled on m parallel machines (sites) N1 , N2 ,
. . . , Nm . Let mi be the size of machine Ni (number
of identical processors), and m1,m be the number
of processors in the Grid. Jobs are scheduled on a
job-by-job basis, no rescheduling is allowed.
A workflow is a composition of tasks subject
to precedence constraints. Workflows are modeled by a directed acyclic graph G j = (V j, E j),
where V j is the set of tasks, and E j = {(Tu ,
Tv )|Tu , Tv ∈ V j, u = V}, with no cycles Tu →
Tv → Tu , is the set of edges between tasks in V j.
Each edge (Tu , Tv )E j represents the precedence
constraint between tasks Tu and Tv , such that
Tu must be completed prior execution of Tv is
initiated.
Each workflow job J j is described by the tuple
(G j, size j, p j, pGj , p̂ j, p̂Gj , cpn j): with G j = (V j,
E j); its size size j that is referred to as workflow
processor requirements or maximum degree of
parallelism; critical path execution time p j; total
workflow execution time pGj , user critical path
run time estimate p̂ j, workflow run time estimate
p̂Gj , and number of tasks in the critical path cpn j.
The graph size (width) is the cardinality of the
largest set of nodes in G j that are disjoint (there
is no path connecting any pair of them). Such a
set represents nodes that might be simultaneously
executed.
Each workflow task Tk is a sequential
applica

tion and is described by the tuple rk , pk , p̂k : with
release date rk , execution time pk , and user run
time estimate p̂k . Due to the offline scheduling
model release date of a workflow r j = 0, however, the release date of a task rk is not available
before the task is released. Tasks are released
over time according to the precedence constraints.
A task can start its execution only after all its
dependencies have been satisfied. At its release
date, a task must be immediately and irrevocably
allocated to a single machine. However, we do not
demand that the specific processor is immediately
assigned to a task at its release date; that is, the
processor allocation of a task can be delayed. We

use g(Tk ) = Ni to denote that task Tk is allocated
to machine Ni , and ni to denote the number of
tasks allocated to the site Ni . A machine must
execute a task by allocating a processor for an
uninterrupted period of time pk to it. We use sik
to denote start time of the task Tk on machine Ni .
Total workflow processing time pGj and critical
path execution cost p j are unknown until the
job has completed its execution. They represent
time requirements of all tasks of the job pGj =


of tasks that
Tv ∈V j pv , and time requirements

belong to the critical path p j = Tv ∈cp pv .
We allow multisite workflow execution; hence,
tasks of a job J j can be run on different sites. We
consider jobs that tolerate latency since sites may
not be at the same geographical location. We also
assume that the resources are stable and dedicated
to the Grid.
We focus on the analysis of scheduling systems
where all jobs are given and processed in the same
batch. A set of available and ready jobs will be
executed up to the completion of the last one.
All jobs that arrive during this time interval will
be processed in the next batch. This allows the
transformation of the online scheduling problem
to be solved in an offline fashion. A relation between this scheme and the scheme where jobs are
released over time, either at their release date, or
according to the precedence constraints is known,
and studied for different scheduling strategies for
general or restricted cases [25]. There are several
production systems in use whose primary focus is
job batching and resource scheduling, like Condor
[26], and PBS (Portable Batch System) [27]. They
are supported as a job scheduler mechanism by
several meta schedulers, like GRAM (Grid Resource Allocation Manager) [28].
The following criteria are used to evaluate proposed algorithms: approximation factor, critical
path waiting time, and critical path slowdown. Let
c j and ck be the completion time of job J j and task
i
be the maximum comTk , respectively. Let Cmax
pletion time of tasks allocated to machine Ni . The
approximation factor of the strategy
 iis defined

max
as ρ = C
,
where
C
=
max
max
i=1..m Cmax is the
∗
Cmax
∗
makespan of a schedule, and Cmax
is the optimal
makespan. Waiting time of a task twk = ck − pk −
rk is the difference between the completion time
of the task, its execution time, and its release date.
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Waiting time of a critical path cpw j = c j − p j is
the difference between the completion time of the
job and the length of its critical path. It takes into
account waiting times of all tasks in the critical
cpw
path. Critical path slowdown cps j = 1 + p j j is the
relative critical path waiting time and evaluates
the quality of the critical path execution. A slowdown of one indicates zero waiting times for critical path tasks, while a value greater than one indicates that the critical path completion is increased
by increasing waiting time of critical path tasks.
The approximation factor is used to qualify the
efficiency of the scheduling algorithms. We use
the approximation factor over makespan criterion
as both metrics differ in constants regardless of the
scheduler being used. In addition, to estimate the
quality of workflow executions two workflow metrics are used. They are commonly used to express
the objectives of different stakeholders of Grid
scheduling (end-users, local resource providers,
and Grid administrators).

3 Related Work
For single parallel computers, several scheduling
algorithms for tasks with arbitrary precedence
constraints have been studied in the literature [1–
6]. Most of them are designed to schedule only a
single Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) at a time.
Similarly, workflow scheduling has also been
considered for Grids over the past decade. Several
algorithms have been proposed for different types
of Grids. This includes incremental workflow
partitioning and full graph scheduling strategies
[7], scheduling with communication and processing variations [8], QoS workflow scheduling with
deadline and budget constraints [9], scheduling data intensive workflows [10], opportunistic
workflow scheduling [11], and level based task
clustering of data intensive workflows on computational grids [12].
Another approach to schedule workflows is
to decompose them into sub-graphs, which are
then treated as moldable tasks [13, 14]. This can
be used to schedule multiple workflows, where
workflows are compacted into moldable tasks.
This method reduces the problem of scheduling

multiple workflows to scheduling multiple moldable tasks. Once a moldable task schedule is obtained, the constraints of the workflows can be
removed, and tasks can be backfilled to further
improve efficiency.
Workflow scheduling has diversified into many
research directions: analysis of workflow structure properties in order to identify tasks clusters; minimization of critical path execution time;
selection of admissible resources; allocation of
suitable resources for data intensive workflows;
scheduling subject to QoS constraints, fine tuning workflow execution and performance analysis,
etc. [7–12, 15]. Most of them have considered
single workflow scheduling problems.
Only few studies have addressed scheduling of
multiple DAGs. In [16], authors discussed clustering DAG tasks into chains and allocating them to
single machines. They proposed four scheduling
heuristics that differ in the way how several DAGs
are scheduled. DAGs can either be scheduled
independently by interleaving their execution, or
can be combined into a single DAG. In [17], a
fairness based approach for scheduling of multiple DAGs on heterogeneous multiprocessor is
proposed. Two strategies are considered: Fairness
Policy based on Finishing Time (FPFT) and Fairness Policy based on Concurrent Time (FPCT).
Both strategies arrange DAGs in ascending order of their slowdown value, select independent
tasks from the DAG with minimum slowdown,
and schedule them using Heterogeneous Earliest
Finishing Time (HEFT) [18] or Hybrid.BMCT
[19]. FPFT re-calculates the slowdown of a DAG
each time a task of the DAG completes execution, while FPCT re-computes the slowdown of all
DAGs each time any task in a DAG completes
execution. In [20], online scheduling of multiple
DAGs is addressed. Authors proposed two strategies based on aggregating DAGs into a single
DAG. A modified FCFS and Service-On-Time
(SOT) scheduling are applied. FCFS appends arriving DAGs to an exit node of the single DAG,
while SOT appends arriving DAGs to a task
whose predecessors have not completed execution and will be ready afterward. Once the single
DAG has been built, scheduling is carried out by
HEFT.
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In [21], authors focused on developing strategies that provide a proper distribution of resources among Parallel Task Graphs (PTG),
providing fairness and makespan minimization.
Constraints are defined according to four general resource sharing policies: unbounded Share
(S), Equal Share (ES), Proportional Share (PS),
and Weighted Proportional Share (WPS). S policy uses all available resources. ES policy uses
equal resources for each PTG. PS and WPS use
resources proportional to the work of each PTG,
where the work is considered as critical path cost
by width of PTG.
In [22], an Online Workflow Management
(OWM) strategy for scheduling multiple mixparallel workflows is proposed. OWM includes
three stages: workflow scheduling, task scheduling, and resource allocation. Workflow scheduling, referred to as Critical Path Workflow
Scheduling (CPWS), labels DAG tasks, sorts
them, and stores into independent buffers. Labeling is based on the upward rank strategy. The
sorting arranges tasks in descendent order of the
task rank. Task scheduling referred to as a rank
hybrid phase determines the task execution order.
Tasks are sorted in descending order when all
tasks in the queue belong to the same workflow.
Otherwise, they are sorted in ascending order.
Allocation assigns idle processors to tasks from
the waiting queue. Tasks with highest priority are
allocated only if their resource requirements can
be satisfied subject to minimize earliest estimated
finishing time.

4 Proposed Workflow Scheduling Strategies
In this section, we present details of our scheduling strategies. We consider multi-stage scheduling named MWGS4 (Multiple Workflow Grid
Scheduling with 4 stages) and MWGS2 (Multiple Workflow Grid Scheduling with 2 stages).
The stages of these strategies consist of (1) labeling (WGS_Label), (2) adaptive allocation
(WGS_Alloc), (3) prioritization (PRIO), and
(4) parallel machine scheduling (PS). Hence,
we regard them as MWGS4 = WGS_Label +

WGS_Alloc + PRIO + PS and MWGS2 =
WGS_Alloc + PS.
•
•

•
•

At the WGS_Label stage, workflow tasks are
labeled by their ranks using user run time
estimates.
At the WGS_Alloc stage, the list of tasks that
are ready to be started is maintained. Tasks
from the list are allocated to suitable resources
using a given optimization criteria.
At the PRIO stage, labels are used to prioritize tasks.
At the PS stage, a PS algorithm is applied to
tasks that were allocated during WGS_Alloc
stage for each parallel machine independently.

Note that WGS_Label procedures are designed
to schedule only a single workflow at a time. To
study an impact of task labeling and task allocation policies in the multiple workflow scheduling environment with unpredictable workload,
we compare MWGS4 with two stage strategies
MWGS2 = WGS_Alloc + PS, where tasks labeling is not performed and prioritizing is not
used. Hence, we compare MWGS4 with workflow
scheduling strategies that are based only on allocation policies designed for scheduling independent tasks.
4.1 Task Labeling (WGS_Label)
Tasks labeling (WGS_Label) prioritizes workflow
tasks considering each workflow independently.
Labels are not changed nor recomputed on completion of predecessor tasks. Task labels are used
to identify properties of a given workflow, such
as the task level, critical path length, etc. We distinguish two labeling strategies: Downward Rank
(DR), and Constant Rank (CR). DR estimates the
length of the longest path from considered task to
a terminal task in a workflow. Descending order
of DR supports scheduling tasks on the critical
path first.
CR labels tasks using the following procedure:
all tasks of the critical path are labeled by the
critical path cost. Then the critical path tasks are
removed together with corresponding edges. The
procedure is repeated recursively for each graph
of a residual forest.
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Figure 1 illustrates the CR labeling procedure.
In Fig. 1a critical path nodes {A, C, F, I} (dash
lines), with total length 11 are labeled by 11 and
removed. A dummy zero cost task {P} is added
to the residual graph, and nodes with no predecessors are used as successors (Fig. 1b). New
critical path nodes {P, E, G}, with length 7 are
labeled by 7 and removed. The resulting DAG is
shown in Fig. 1c. The process is repeated until the
residual graph vertex set V j is empty. User run
time estimates are used for labeling. Descending
order of CR supports scheduling all tasks on the
longer path first.

4.2 Task Allocation (WGS_Alloc)
The list of tasks that are ready to be started is
maintained. Independent tasks with no predecessors and with predecessors that completed their
execution are entered into the list. Upon completion of a workflow task its immediate successors may become available and are entered into
the list. Allocation policies are responsible for
selecting a suitable site for task allocation. We
use adaptive task allocation strategies presented
in [24, 29] as independent task allocation policies,
and introduce novel strategy MaxAR (Table 1).
We distinguish allocation strategies depending on
the amount of information they require. Four levels of available information are considered.

Fig. 1 CR labeling of
tasks

(a)

Level 1: Information about the status of available resources is available.
Level 2: Once a task has been submitted, the site
with least load per processor is known.
Level 3: All information of the level 2 and the
job run time estimates are available.
Level 4: Information of the level 3, all local
schedules, and site status are available. Levels 1–4 information may be
provided via Grid information service.
Note that the number and the sizes of
the parallel machines are known.
In addition, the following single workflow
scheduling strategies, used in many performance
evaluation studies, are considered: HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finishing Time First), and
CPOP (Critical Path on Processor) [18].
HEFT schedules DAGs in two phases: job labeling and processor selection. In the job labeling
phase, a rank value (upward rank) based on mean
computation and communication costs is assigned
to each task of a DAG. In the following, we
consider only computation costs.
CPOP labeling phase computes the rank of
each task as the sum of its up and downward
ranks. It identifies tasks on the critical path as
those having equal cost.
Prior the job allocation phase, CPOP selects
a processor that minimizes its computation cost.
Such a processor is referred to as the critical path

(b)

(c)
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Table 1 Task allocation strategies
MPS_Alloc

Level

Description

MaxAR

1


Allocates task
 Tk to the site with maximum fraction of available resources at time rk :

maxi=1...m

availi
mi

, were availi denotes the number of available processors at time rk .

MaxAR does not consider the requirements of queued jobs
Allocates task Tk to a machine with the number randomly generated from a uniform
distribution in range [1, m]
Allocates task Tk to the site with least load per processor at time rk
mini=1...m (ni /mi )
with least work per processor at time rk :
Allocates task
Tk to thepsite
 
k
mini=1...m
g(T k )=Ni mi

Rand

1

MLp

2

MLB

3

MWT

4

Allocates task
Tk to the site with minimum average task waiting time
tw k
mini=1...m
g(T k )=Ni ni

MST

4

MCT

4

Allocates task
 Tk to the site with earliest start time for this task
mini=1...m sik
Allocates task
 Tk to the site with earliest site completion time
mini=1...m cimax before allocating task Tk

processor. On the allocation phase tasks that are
on the critical path are assigned to the critical
path processor, otherwise, they are allocated to a
processor that minimizes the task earliest finishing
time. Since knowledge of local schedules is required by both HEFT and CPOP their allocation
strategies are categorized as level 4.
4.3 Local Queue Prioritization (PRIO)
and Site Scheduling Algorithm (PS)
Local Resource Management System (LRMS)
prioritizes tasks in the waiting queue based on
their labels and assigns tasks with the highest
priority to execution. To this end, LRMS applies
local queue ordering PRIO procedure. Two local queue prioritizing policies are distinguished:
increasing and decreasing, referred as Shortest
Chain First (SCF), and Longest Chain First (LCF),
hence, PRIO {SCF, LCF}. A decreasing order
allows high priority tasks to be schedule first,
while an increasing ordering schedules low priority tasks first. For tasks belonging to a critical
path, an increasing order schedules longest critical
path tasks first, while a decreasing order schedules
shortest critical path tasks first. The labeling stage
is omitted when workflow properties are not used
for job prioritization.
Different scheduling algorithms may be used
by the LRMS. We assume that the LRMS uses

the on-line parallel scheduling algorithm EASY
(First-Come-First-Serve with EASY backfilling).
In order to apply EASY backfilling user run time
estimates are used.
5 Experimental Validation
In order to provide performance comparison, we
use workloads from a parametric workload generator that produces workflows that resemble those
of real workflow applications such as Cybershake,
Epigenomics, Gnome, Inspiral, Ligo, Montage,
and Sipht [30]. We show that known single DAG
scheduling algorithms are not suitable for Grid
multiple workflow scheduling contexts, while our
MWGS4 approach delivers good performance and
outperforms other algorithms in terms of approximation factor, mean critical path waiting time,
and critical path slowdown. However, one of their
drawbacks is that these strategies are based on
labeling and ordering of site local queues, and
have significant computational complexity.
We show that quite simple schedulers MaxAR
with minimal information requirements can provide good performance for multiple workflow
scheduling with user run time estimates. Note,
that it does not use specific workflow information nor requires task labeling. Besides the performance aspect it does not require additional
management overhead such as DAG analysis,
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requesting info about local schedules, and constructing preliminary schedules by the Grid
broker.
While machines in real Grids often exhibit
different forms of heterogeneity, like different
hardware, operating system, software, dynamic
behavior, many different types of jobs, and other
restrictions, the model of any study on Grid
scheduling must be an abstraction of reality to
perform performance evaluation in a repeatable
and controllable manner. On the other hand, key
properties of Grids should be observed to provide benefits for real installations. As computational Grids are successors of parallel computers,
we extend their most basic model of Garey and
Graham [31] that assumes identical processors
as well as jobs with unknown processing times.
Hence, we restrict ourselves to heterogeneous machines with a different number of the identical
processors or cores, as architectures of individual
cores and their clock frequency tend to be rather
similar. This simplified model neither matches
every real installation nor all real applications, but
the assumptions are nonetheless reasonable. The
proposed algorithms may serve as a starting point
for algorithms that can be implemented in real
computing Grids.
5.1 Experimental Setup
Several Grid scheduling toolkits with different
functionality have been developed in recent years.
Most of them are used by their own developers, target a specific community, and designed
to study specific features, such as data replication, P2P applications, etc. [43]. GridSim [41] and
SimGrid [42] are freely available, widely used
and acknowledged frameworks for the simulation of distributed resource management, and
scheduling. GridSim was initially intended for
grid economy scheduling, and later on became
used in other areas of grid computing. Likewise,
the SimGrid scope has been generalized from
community-specific toolkit. However, validating
the performance of multiple workflow scheduling strategies needs flexibility to manage Grid
scenarios with unpredictable workloads generated
by other workflows due to the distributed multiuser environment. To this end, we require a grid

simulation tool that is able to take into account
both, workflow properties and current site state
information.
All experiments are performed using the
Grid scheduling simulator tGSF (Teikoku Grid
Scheduling Framework). tGSF is a standard trace
based simulator that is used to study Grid resource management problems. We have extended
Teikoku to include Grid workflow job scheduling capabilities. Design details of the simulator
are described in [32]. Two workloads types are
used in experiments for comprehensive analysis:
workload A (306 workflows) and workload B
(508 workflows). Their properties are described in
Appendix A.1.
Note that the number of tasks in workload B
(120300 tasks) is almost five times as much as
in workload A (25002 tasks). The resource consumption is also five times as much. It gives us
two different scenarios for simulation. The Cybershake, Epigenomics, Genome, Inspiral, LIGO,
Montage, and SIPHT workflows [33] are used.
They are publicly available via the Pegasus project
portal [30], and include |V j|, |E j|, size j, p j, pGj
and cpn j. Examples of workflow types are shown
in Appendix A.1 (Fig. 4). Their characteristics
are presented in Appendix A.1 (Tables 7 and 8).
These workflows were executed using the Pegasus
Workflow Management System (Pegasus-WMS)
on the TeraGrid.
In this paper, we also use TeraGrid sites information for an experimental analysis. We chose
the TeraGrid since it has been used in workflow
scheduling studies [14]. Existing TeraGrid workloads are recognized to be intensive, complex and
multidimensional in terms of job type, job size and
job duration. To make possible a variety of user
and usage scenarios with multiple workflow workloads, we have chosen only three computational
sites with a total of 5376 processors (Table 2),
which compromise among the three smallest machines in the TeraGrid. Background workload (locally generated jobs) that is an important issue in
non-dedicated Grid environment is not addressed.
Communication cost is not considered.
Users of large parallel computers are typically
required to provide run time estimates for submitted jobs. It is used by production system schedulers to bind job execution time, and to avoid
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Table 2 Experimental testbed

5.2 Performance Analysis

Description

Settings

Workload type

Workflows. Workload type A
and B (see Appendix A.1).
3
Sizes of sites are taken from the
TeraGrid: site 1 (Bigred),
3072 procs; site 2 (Ember),
1536 procs; and site 3 (Pople),
768 procs; 5376 procs in total
Mean critical path waiting time,
critical path slowdown,
and approximation factor
30
LiDO Linux-HPC-Cluster at
the Technische Universität
Dortmund
Offline

Number of grid sites
Site sizes

Metrics

Number of experiments
Experimental unit

Problem model

wasting resource consumption. Thus, when a job
reaches such a limit, it is typically aborted. To our
knowledge, run time estimates for workflows are
not provided. Thus, for the simulation purposes,
we set p̂ j to p j + c ∗ p j, where c is randomly generated value uniformly distributed between 0 and
5, and p̂k to p̂ j, for each Tk ∈ V j, modeling inaccuracy of the user run time estimates as proposed
in [34]. Note that only level 3 and 4 allocation
strategies use run time estimates.
Table 3 summarizes site scheduling strategies,
site queuing policies, workflow scheduling strategies, and workflow labeling policies. Two class of
strategies MWGS2 and MWGS4 are evaluated.

Table 3 Experimental
settings

MWGS model
I

A good scheduling algorithm should schedule jobs
to achieve high Grid performance while satisfying
various user demands in an equitable fashion. Often, resource providers and users have different,
conflicting, performance goals: from minimizing
response time to optimizing resource utilization.
Grid resource management involves multiple objectives and may use multi-criteria decision support, for instance, based on the Pareto optimality.
However, it is very difficult to achieve fast solutions needed for Grid resource management by
using the Pareto dominance.
The problem is very often simplified to a single objective problem or to different methods of
objectives combining. There are various ways to
model preferences, for instance, they can be given
explicitly by stakeholders to specify an importance of every criterion or a relative importance
between criteria. Due to the different nature of
criteria, the actual difference may have a different
meaning.
In order to provide effective guidance in choosing the best strategy, we performed a joint analysis
of several metrics according to methodology used
in Ramírez-Alcaraz et al. [24].
They use an approach to multi-criteria analysis assuming equal importance of each metric.
The goal is to find a robust and well performing
strategy under all test cases, with the expectation
that it will also perform well under other

Parameters

Description

WGS_Alloc+PS Labeling is
9 scheduling strategies are analyzed:
not performed
MLp, MaxAR, MLB, MWT, MCT, MST,
PRIO = FCFS
CPOP, Rand, and HEFT
PS = EASY
II WGS_Label+
WGS_Label∈ {DR, CR}, 16 workflow scheduling strategies and
MPS_Alloc+
PRIO∈{SCF, LCF},
3 best rigid job strategies are analyzed:
RIO+PS
PS = EASY
DR+MLp+LCF, DR+MaxAR+LCF,
DR+MLB+LCF, DR+MST+LCF
DR+MLp+SCF, DR+MaxAR+SCF,
DR+MLB+SCF, DR+MST+SCF
CR+MLp+LCF, CR+MaxAR+LCF,
CR+MLB+LCF, CR+MST+LCF
CR+MLp+SCF, CR+MaxAR+SCF,
CR+MLB+SCF, CR+MST+SCF
MLp, MaxAR, MLB
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conditions, e.g., with different Grid configurations
and workloads.
The analysis is conducted as follows. First, we
evaluate the degradation in performance of each
strategy under each of the three metrics (Table 4).
They are well known performance metrics commonly used to express the objectives of different
stakeholders of Grid scheduling (end-users, local
resource providers, and Grid administrators). The
objective of the mean critical path waiting time
and slowdown performance metrics is to evaluate
the quality of the critical path execution in the
context of scheduling several workflows.
Note that in the experimental analysis the lower
∗
bound of the optimal
completion time C̆max
=
 

G
 
j=1,n p j
max max j p j , m1,m
is used instead of the
∗
optimal makespan Cmax
to calculate the approximation factor. The degradation in performance is
computed relatively to the bestperforming strat
metric
egy for the metric, as follows: strategy
−
1
·
b est metric
100.
Thus, each strategy is now characterized by
3 numbers, reflecting its relative performance
degradation under the test cases. In [24], these 3
values (assuming equal importance of each metric) are averaged and ranked. The best strategy,
with the lowest average performance degradation,
has rank 1. However, some metrics might have little variation by nature or by a given scenario, and
the averaging would yield to lesser impact to the
overall score. In this paper, a different approach is
taken. We average the individual ranks instead of
the metric degradations their self.
Note that we try to identify strategies which
perform reliably well in different scenarios; that
is we try to find a compromise that considers all
of our test cases. For example, the rank of the

Table 4 Metrics
Metric

Definition

Approximation factor

ρ=

Mean critical path waiting time

cpw =

Mean critical path slowdown

Cmax
∗
C̆max

cps =

1
n
1
n

n

j=1
n


cpw j

cps j

j=1

strategy in the average performance degradation
could not be the same for any of the metrics
individually.
5.3 Experimental Results
In this section, 2- and 4-stage scheduling systems
are simulated by various types of input processes
and constraints. The following simulation results
compare the performance of the 25 strategies
(6 MWGS2 strategies designed for independent
tasks, 2 workflow scheduling strategies, Rand, and
16 MWGS4 priority based workflow scheduling
strategies). We conduct their comprehensive performance evaluation for two different scenarios
considering three metrics (Tables 3 and 4). In
the experiment I, analysis of 9 two-stage strategies is performed based on the workload A. In
experiment II, we select the 3 best performed
strategies of the previous experiment, add 16 fourstage workflow strategies and analyze them with
the heavier load B.
5.3.1 Scheduling Strategies
In this section, we evaluate scheduling strategies MWGS2 = WGS_Alloc+PS using workload A (Table 3). Firstly, we compare allocation strategies considering the approximation factor, mean critical path waiting time, and mean
critical path slowdown, independently. Then, we
perform a joint analysis of these metrics according to methodology described in Section 5, and
present their ranking when considering all metrics
average.
Table 5 shows the performance degradation of
all strategies for ρ, cpw, and cps. It also shows the
mean degradations of the strategies when considering all metrics average, and ranking for all test
cases. A small percentage of degradation indicates
that the performance of a strategy for a given
metric is close to the performance of the best performing strategy for the same metric. Therefore,
small degradations represent better results.
From Table 5 we observe that MCT and MWT
are strategies with worst approximation factors
with 4717 and 3005% of degradation in performance. One of the reasons for such large values
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Table 5 Rounded performance degradation
Metric
ρ
cps
cpw
Mean
Ranking

Strategy
CPOP

HEFT

MCT

MLB

MLp

MST

MWT

MaxAR

Rand

8
61
15470095
5156721
7

5
50
9823658
3274571
5

4717
98
789285050
263096622
8

0
5
56269
18758
3

0
0
9
3
1

5
50
9862349
3287468
6

3005
98
1167811792
389271632
9

0
3
13862
4622
2

0
10
143334
47781
4

is high inaccuracy of user run time estimates used
in scheduling. Such a problem is also addressed
in [24, 34]. MLp strategy has small percent of
degradations in all metrics. We see that ρ and cps
metrics have less variation compared with cpw,
and yield to lesser impact to the overall score. The
approximation factor of MLB, MLp, MaxAR, and
Rand are near the lower value. MLp, MaxAR and
MLB have similar behavior in terms of critical
path slowdown. Due to our model is a simplified
representation of a system, we can conclude that
these strategies might have similar efficiency in
real Grid environment when considering above
metrics.
However, there exist significant differences
comparing cpw, where MLp shows the best performance. In this strategy the critical path completion time does not grow significantly with respect
to p j, therefore tasks in the critical path experience small waiting times. Results also show that
for all strategies small mean critical path waiting

CPOP

MaxAR

MLp

HEFT

MLB

MST

Rand

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

ρ

ρ

Fig. 2 Performance
profiles

time degradation corresponds to small mean critical path slowdown.
We presented the metrics degradations averages to evaluate performance of the strategies,
and showed that some strategies tend to dominate
results. The degradation approach provides the
percent improvement, but does not show negative
effects of allowing a small portion of the problems
to dominate the conclusions.
To analyze possible negative effects of allowing
a small portion of the problem instances with large
deviation to dominate the conclusions that based
on averages, and to help with the interpretation of
the data generated by the benchmarking process,
we presented performance profiles of our strategies in Fig. 2.
The performance profile ρ(τ ) is a nondecreasing, piecewise constant function that
presents the probability that a performance ratio
metric
r = strategy
is within a factor τ of the best ratio
b est metric
[35, 36].
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The function ρ(τ ) is the cumulative distribution
function. Strategies with large probability ρ(τ ) for
smaller τ are to be preferred. For instance, in
Fig. 2b, ρ(1.08) = 0.65 means that MaxAR performed at most 8% worse than the best strategy
on 65% of the instances considered.
Figure 2 shows the average performance profile

ρ (τ ) = 13 s=1...3 ρ (τ ) of three metrics assuming equal importance of each metric, where τ ∈
1..rM , and rM is the maximum over all r M values
ratio [35]. We show the performance profiles in
different ranges of τ to provide objective information for analysis of a test set. Figure 2a and b
show the performance profiles of the 7 strategies
in the interval τ = 1..5 × 108 and τ = [1..1.2],
respectively. This figure displays the large discrepancies in the performance ratios on a substantial
percentage of the problems.
MLp has the highest ranking and the highest
probability of being the better strategy. The probability that it is the winner on a given problem
within factors of 1.0–1.2 of the best solution is
about 1. If we choose being within a factor of 1.07
as the scope of our interest, then the probability
that the low complexity strategy MaxAR is the
winner is 0.65. If we choose being within a factor
of 1.15 of the best solution then either MaxAR,
MLB or Rand would suffice with a probability
0.65.
The most significant aspect of Fig. 2 is that
on this test set MLp dominates other strategies: its performance profile lays above all others for all values of performance ratios. We see
that an appropriate distribution of jobs over the
Grid has a higher performance than an allocation
of jobs based on user run time estimates and
information on local schedules, even when specialized workflow scheduling strategies are used.
It turns out that MLp is the best performing algorithm for several workflow scheduling. MaxAR
provides second best result. They take into account dynamic site state information. Note, that
they do not use specific workflow information nor
require task labeling. Besides the performance
aspect the use of these strategies does not require
additional management overhead such as DAG
analysis, and info about local schedules.

5.3.2 Priority Based Workf low Scheduling
Strategies
In the experiment II, we employ workflow
properties for scheduling purposes. We evaluate
16 priority based workflow scheduling strategies
MWGS4 = WGS_Label + WGS_Alloc + PRIO +
PS, where two DAG labeling algorithms CR and
DR (Section 3) are used, and compare them
with 3 non-priority based scheduling strategies
MWGS2 = WGS_Alloc + PS for comprehensive
analysis. WGS_Label procedure generates labels
that are used as tasks priorities. PRIO procedure
uses these priorities to sort site local queues. Results are presented in Table 6.
We find that MLp and MaxAR with different
labeling and prioritization policies are more
beneficial than other strategies. Their average
degradations are less than 18.6%.
Results show that labeling strategies DR and
CR affect very slightly the performance of the
workflow scheduling strategies in a Grid setting.
We found that classical single DAG scheduling
algorithms CPOP and HEFT designed for single
machine settings are not suitable for Grid scheduling contexts. Workflow scheduling algorithms that
use task allocation strategies based on user run
time estimates give unstable results.
As expected, LCF prioritization performs well
for minimization of approximation factor in MLB,
MLp, and MaxAR allocation strategies indistinctive of the labeling strategies used. While SCF
decreases mean critical path slowdown, and mean
critical path waiting time.
Results show that CR and DR labeling reduce
degradation in most cases. DR labeling performs
better than CR for each metric and all metrics
average. SCF ordering performs better than LCF,
for considered metrics.
To analyze possible biasing the results and
avoid negative effects of allowing a small portion
of the problem instances with large deviation to
dominate the conclusions, we presented performance profiles ρ (τ ) of our strategies in Fig. 3.
To reduce complexity of presented results, we
show only 7 strategies with the ranking from 1 to
4: (2) dr + maxar + lcf, (5) dr + mlp + scf, (10)
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Table 6 Performance
degradations of all
strategies

2
5
10
13
18
9
14
1
6
17
7
15
11
3
19
16
8
12

Strategy

ρ

cps

cpw

Mean

Ranking

DR+MaxAR+LCF
DR+MLp+SCF
CR+MaxAR+LCF
CR+MLp+SCF
MaxAR
CR+MLp+LCF
CR+MaxAR+SCF
DR+MLp+LCF
DR+MaxAR+SCF
MLp
DR+MLB+SCF
CR+MLB+SCF
CR+MLB+LCF
DR+MLB+LCF
MLB
CR+MST+SCF
DR+MST+SCF
CR+MST+LCF

0
0
0
0
7.9
0
2.1
0
1.8
13.9
11.5
11.8
0
0
18.2
51.1
50.7
513.4

0
0
0
0
0
3.8
4.6
4
7
5.3
1.7
4.6
9.5
10
14.3
22.7
24.1
7.3

0
0
0
0
0
24.5
30
48.2
47.1
51.9
71.2
74.6
190.6
234.9
219.7
558.1
592.1
345.8

0
0
0
0
2.6
9.4
12.2
17.4
18.6
23.7
28.1
30.3
66.7
81.6
84.1
210.6
222.3
288.8

1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

cr + maxar + lcf, (13) cr + mlp + scf, (18) maxar,
(9) cr + mlp + lcf, (14) cr + maxar + scf (see,
Table 6). Figure 3 shows the performance profiles
in the intervals τ = [1, 10] and τ = [1, 1.2]. We see
that (5) DR + MLp + SCF has the highest probability of being the better strategy. The probability
that it is the winner on a given problem within a
factor of 1.1 of the best solution is about 0.70, and
within a factor of 1.2 is about 1 (Fig. 3b). It dominates other strategies: its performance profile lays

Fig. 3 Performance
profiles
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above all others. It also has ranking 1 for all
metrics degradation average.
If we choose being within a factor of 1.2 as the
scope of our interest, then either (5) DR + MLp +
SCF would suffice with a probability 0.99, (13)
CR + MLp + SCF with a probability 0.7, (14) cr +
maxar + scf with probility 0.62, or (18) MaxAR
with a probability 0.5 (Fig. 3b).
We see that an appropriate distribution of load
per processor by MLp strategy with priority based
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scheduling has a higher performance than an allocation of jobs based on user run time estimates and information on local schedules, even
when specialized workflow scheduling strategies
are used.
Strategies (2) DR + MaxAR + LCF, (5) DR +
MLp + SCF, (10) CR + MaxAR + LCF, and
(13) CR + MLp + SCF have the best ranking
considering average degradation of three metrics.
Considering the performance profiles, it turns out
that DR + MLp + SCF is the best performing
algorithms for several workflow scheduling.
Note, that they use specific workflow information, require task labeling, and ordering. Hence,
they always suffer from a large time complexity.
Moreover, ordering by PRIO is responsibility of
Grid site policy, and Grid resource management
might not have control over it, and local clusters
might not perform task ordering.
The degradation of MaxAR has a rank of 2,
however, its average degradation is only within
2.6% of the best strategy. If we choose being
within a factor of 1.2 of the best solution MaxAR
would suffice with a probability 0.5.
We conclude that in real Grid scenarios this
strategy might have similar performance comparing with the best ones. Besides the performance
aspect the use of MaxAR does not requires additional management overhead such as DAG analysis, and site local queue ordering. It has small time
complexity.

6 Robustness
Most of the work in literature has focused on
DAG scheduling heuristics that minimize the
makespan. Only few studies have evaluated DAG
scheduling with respect to the robustness of schedules they produce.
In [37], a bi-objective algorithm for scheduling
of independent tasks and DAGs subject to optimizing makespan and reliability is addressed. The
RHEFT (Reliable HEFT) strategy is proposed,
where tasks are allocated to resources with the
smallest value of failure rate and execution time.
Authors showed that optimizing both criteria is
not successful. Therefore, a user has to find a compromise between minimization of the makespan

and maximization of the reliability. In [38], authors extend results of [37] by developing scheduling strategy that increases reliability by replicating
tasks. Two fundamental problems are addressed:
determining the number of replicas and defining a
criterion for a proper allocation of the replicated
tasks. Scheduling is performed by a list scheduling
based heuristic called Scheduling by Replication
(LSR). LSR allocates replicas on the least loaded
processors.
In [39], the robustness of twenty DAG scheduling heuristics from literature designed to minimize
the makespan was studied. A stochastic model
was used to evaluate the standard deviation of the
makespan, so that, the higher the deviation, the
less robustness of the strategy. Authors showed
that static scheduling strategies tend to be more
robust. They demonstrated that the makespan and
robustness are correlated, and addressed problems of uncertainty due to resource failures.
In [40], authors study an impact of information quality on performance estimation accuracy
in different scheduling strategies in terms of performance estimates, by adding a percentage of
random noise.
We study another aspect of the robustness of
DAG scheduling heuristics in the Grid environment. MWGS strategies work under the assumption that when a broker requests site state information, this information is provided instantly
and is most recent. In a real Grid scenario, this
assumption often does not hold due to several
factors such as communication delays, congestion,
processing load, etc. An information service is
used to collect information from multiple scattered resources. It collects configuration, state,
load, etc., and reports them periodically or by
request. It is also responsible for assembling this
information, handling conflict resolutions, identification of critical events, generating reports, and
performing various automated actions.
Once the data have been retrieved, they can
be used for resource allocation decisions. If the
data are not updated frequently they can become
stale. Such a scenario is highly expected when
the system load is high. In this section, we study
an impact of data retrieving delay on the performance of allocation policies, and on the overall Grid performance. We assume that site state
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information on the Broker level is updated at a
given time interval. Resource allocation decisions
made within this time interval are based on the
same potentially out of date information.
Experiments were conducted using workload B
and strategies which show good performance (see,
Section 5.3.1) MWGS2, with WGS_Alloc {MLB,
MLp, and MaxAR}, and PS = EASY.
In order to evaluate their robustness, we incorporate a site refresh interval into the broker
information service. We use refresh intervals of 0,
2, 4, . . . , 221 milliseconds (up to 35 min).
The degradation in performance of each strategy under each of the three metrics versus refresh
interval is shown in Figs. 9, 10 and 11 in Appendix.
Mean performance degradation of each strategy
under each of the three metrics versus refresh
interval is shown in Fig. 12 in Appendix. We see
that workflow allocation strategies under the short
delay scenario are invariant to stale information
during 0 to 4 s refresh interval.
MaxAR, and MLp strategies are more robust
for this refresh interval. Performance of strategies
deteriorated when refresh interval exceeds 4 s.
The degradations vary greatly if refresh interval is
in the order of minutes. We conclude that MaxAR
is robust and well performed strategy.

We conduct a comprehensive performance
evaluation study of 25 workflow scheduling strategies in Grids using simulation. In order to provide
effective guidance in choosing the best strategy,
we performed a joint analysis of three metrics
(approximation factor, mean critical path waiting
time, and critical path slowdown) according to
a degradation methodology that considers multicriteria analysis assuming equal importance of
each metric.
To analyze possible biasing results and negative
effects of allowing a small portion of the problem
instances with large deviation to dominate the
conclusions, we presented performance profiles of
our strategies. The goal is to find a robust and
well performing strategies under all test cases,
with the expectation that it will also perform well
under other conditions, e.g., with different Grid
configurations and workloads.
Our study results in several contributions.
•

•

•
7 Conclusions
Effective workflow management requires an
efficient allocation of tasks to limited resources
over time and currently the subject of many research projects. Multiple workflows add a new
complexity to the problem. The manner in which
allocation of a workflow task can be done depends
not only on the workflow properties and constraints, but also on an unpredictable workload
generated by other workflows in the distributed
context.
In this paper, we concentrate on allocation
strategies that take into account both dynamic site
state information and workflow properties. We
characterize the type and amount of information
they require, and analyze strategies that consist of
two and four stages: labeling, adaptive allocation,
prioritization and parallel machine scheduling.

•

•

•

Firstly, we identify several levels of information available to make scheduling decisions
with respect to workflows and workflow tasks
allocations.
We discussed and analyzed a variety of
two- and four-stage allocation strategies with
user run time estimates together with EASY
backfilling local scheduling algorithm.
We propose to use adaptive allocation strategies that demonstrate high efficiency as independent job allocation policies and take into
account dynamic site state information.
We demonstrate that DAG scheduling algorithms designed for a single DAG and single machine settings are not suitable for Grid
scheduling contexts.
We show that the information about local
schedules traditionally used for workflow allocation like Earliest Finishing Time does not
help to improve the outcome of the multiple
workflow scheduling strategies when limited
information about tasks run time is available.
Algorithms that use task allocation strategies
based on user run time estimates give unstable
results.

When we examine the overall Grid performance
based on real data, we find that an appropriate
distribution of load per processor by MLp with
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priority based scheduling has a higher performance than an allocation of jobs based on user run
time estimates and information on local schedules, even when specialized workflow scheduling
strategies are used. However, they use specific
workflow information, require task labeling, and
ordering. Hence, they always suffer from a significant time complexity. Moreover, ordering by
PRIO is responsibility of Grid site policy, and
Grid resource management might not have control over it, and local clusters might not perform
task ordering.
MaxAR is the second best strategy. Its degradation in performance has ranking 2. However, it
is only within 2.6% of the best strategy. Even we
choose being within a factor of 1.2 of the best solution MaxAR would suffice with a probability 0.5.
In real Grid environments this strategy might
have similar performance comparing with the best
ones when considering above metrics. Besides the
performance aspect the use of MaxAR does not
require additional management overhead such as
DAG analysis, site local queue ordering, and constructing preliminary schedules by the Grid broker. It has small time complexity.
As a conclusion, we can draw that for practical purposes quite simple scheduler MaxAR
with minimal information requirements can provide good performance for multiple workflow
scheduling.
Our results consider offline scheduling which
can be used as a starting point for addressing the online case. Online Grid workflow management brings new challenges to above problem, as it requires more flexible load balancing
workflows and their tasks over the time. Many
offline scheduling strategies perform reasonable
well when used in online scenarios. The proposed strategies can be easily adapted to solve online multiple workflows scheduling problem without extra computational complexity. However,
further study is required to assess their actual
efficiency and effectiveness. This will be subject
of future work requiring a better understanding of
online workflows and, ideally, the availability of
Grid logs with workflows from real installations.

Currently, such data are not available. Moreover,
scheduling in non-dedicated Grid environment,
where background workload (locally generated
jobs) is unpredictable, is another important issue
to be addressed. The communication latency that
is a major factor in data Grid scheduling performance is additional relevant issues to be considered.
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Appendix
A.1 Workload Characteristics
To facilitate evaluation of proposed multiple
workflow scheduling algorithms Fig. 4 shows examples of workflow types available in the Pegasus
project [30]. Tables 7 and 8 list the characteristics
of the used workloads, where n is the number of
jobs; V j is the number of tasks in the job; cpn j
is the average number of tasks in critical paths;
p j is the critical path cost, and size j is the average
width of a given DAG.
Figures 5 and 6 show the critical path run
time in the workload A. 83% of workflows have
short critical path run time with the range between 28 and 83 min, while the remaining 17% of
workflows have a critical path run time within the
range of 137–520 min. The width of workflows is
within the range of 5 to 162 tasks, and the number
of tasks in the job is within the range of 24 to 200.
Figures 7 and 8 show the critical path run
time in the workload B. 65% of workflows have
short critical path run time with the range between 28 and 83 min, while the remaining 35% of
workflows have a critical path run time of 583 min
in average. The width of workflows is within the
range of 5–578 tasks, and the number of tasks in
the job is within the range of 24–700.
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Fig. 4 Examples of
workflow types

Table 7 Characteristics
of workload A

(a) Montage

(b) CyberShake

(d) LIGO

(e) SIPHT

Log name J j

n

|V j |

|E j|

p j (second)

p j range (second)

cpn j

size j

Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Epigenomics
Epigenomics
Epigenomics
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Inspiral
Inspiral
Inspiral
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Montage
Montage
Montage
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht

20
20
20
1
1
1
20
20
20
1
1
1
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

200
100
50
100
46
24
200
100
50
100
50
30
200
100
50
200
100
50
200
100
50

392
192
92
122
54
27
244
122
54
119
60
35
241
120
60
485
234
108
224
112
58

226
222
224
29878
7734
5586
20585
16322
20095
1336
1415
1337
1389
1349
1348
110
76
58
4811
4610
4453

[183–274]
[169–271]
[159–272]
29878
7734
5586
[9397–32434]
[7624–31212]
[9026–33091]
1336
1415
1337
[1368–1408]
[1290–1411]
[1263–1396]
[101–123]
[74–79]
[56–61]
[4000–5467]
[4083–5374]
[3715–5368]

4
4
4
8
9
8
9
9
9
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
9
9
5
5
5

99
49
24
24
10
5
48
24
10
24
12
7
48
24
12
162
78
36
146
73
32
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Table 8 Characteristics
of workload B

Log name J j

n

|V j |

|E j |

p j (second)

p j range (second)

cpn j

size j

Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Cybershake
Epigenomics
Epigenomics
Epigenomics
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Gnome
Inspiral
Inspiral
Inspiral
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Ligo
Montage
Montage
Montage
Montage
Montage
Montage
Montage
Montage
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht
Sipht

5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20
1
1
1
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20
1
1
1
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
1
20
1

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
50
100
46
24
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
50
100
50
30
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
50
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
50
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
60
50
30

1388
1189
990
792
592
392
192
92
122
54
27
854
704
591
470
359
244
122
54
119
60
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A.2 Robustness
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Fig. 11 Mean critical path waiting time performance
degradation versus refresh interval
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